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The Knobbies – Who Are We?
The Knobbies are a group of touring motorcycle enthusiasts with about 200
international members. We meet every Sunday, rain or shine (but NOT snow
and ice!), for a day ride to an unknown destination for lunch, then ride a
different route home. Most rides consist of about 200 to 300 miles and are
usually confined to back roads. Some of the popular destinations include state parks, Blue Ridge Parkway
and various locations in Virginia, Tennessee and South Carolina. Started and based as a BMW
motorcycle organization, the Knobbies are supported by the BMW Riders Association and the BMW
Motorcycle Organization of America.
You do not have to ride a BMW to be a member of the Knobbies.
We accept riders of all types of motorcycles, including Slingshots, CanAms & Vanderhalls
among others, but we prefer responsible riders who enjoy the touring aspect of motorcycling.

Sunday Rides
The Knobbies meet around 8:00 AM at Timberwoods Restaurant (I-40 Exit 106, Morganton, NC) for breakfast
and a day ride. The group leaves between 9 – 9:30 AM. Even if you can’t ride, join us for breakfast and
fellowship! The First Sunday of every month is “Picnic Sunday” (weather & COVID restrictions allowing!).
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From the President
First off, I want to apologize to all the Knobbies. It’s my job to chair the business meeting. Marla and I
were just too sick to be up and out. To put it mildly, Covid kicked our butts. Many thanks and appreciation
to Darrell and all the board members for stepping up.
Congrats to Marla on the Knobbiest Knobby Award - well deserved. She works hard to get out a quality
newsletter on time. She’s also interim secretary and we are working on updating the membership rosters
and e-mail contacts.
I was surprised to hear I won the mileage award. I did ride a lot last year and I guess the California/Rte. 66
ride pushed it over. It’s been a ton of fun doing road rides and the “Friday Old Farts” (aka Dusty Boys)
have had some awesome dual sport rides. I still miss Danny as he loved these rides!
Snow and cold are upon us and makes for shop time to update and service my bikes. I am happy to say a
couple of my summer projects are paying big dividends now. I installed a used gas furnace in my shop as
well a used Sony stereo sound system. So nice to a flip switch and have heat, plus jamming to Motown
while twisting wrenches. Sometimes I sing out loud. I sound like Elvis!

Gene and I had discussed the rally several times and I knew the end of an era was coming. I so want to
thank all the Knobbies who volunteered time and equipment to make for some awesome rallies over the
past 12 years. Special recognition to Gene Smith acting as rally master for them all. That is impressive work
and dedication! Very few rallies can say they have the same rally master twelve years running. Awesome
job, Gene, much appreciated!
As the old saying when one door closes…So I am very excited and looking forward to the addition of a
“Fall Gathering” for our Knobbies. I think these events not only get riders out but also spouses/partners
and lets us just enjoy each others company and catch up with each other. This adds to the heart and soul of
our club.
I am planning to do an Alaska ride in about 150 days if possible and seriously looking into the Back
Country Discovery Adventure routes in New England, Idaho and Wyoming. So, I am ready for spring…like
now! But Mother Nature will run her course and we will be ready.
I wish you all the best. Stay healthy, get those bikes ready, stay warm, dry and safe. Hug your loved ones.
Hope to see you on a ride soon.
~Bear

Geno’s Corner
Do Wut??
That’s not a misspelling, but for crying out loud I got up, looked at the Calendar and here it is: the end of the
month, already?
Did I remember just a few weeks ago it was hitting 70 degrees. I was loving this climate change. Now I’m not
so sure. Mid to high teens, to low twenties have been the norm, with Charlotte seeing snow for three weekends
in a row. Set a record.
Now it looks like we’ll get a break. You gotta love our weather it gets so interesting.
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So, now that I’m done with my little rant, I just have to tell everyone about this. Patsy and I took off and saw
Ron White a few weeks ago. He was funny, but I was a little disappointed having seen some of his previous
shows. So yesterday we had tickets to the Don Gibson Theater in Shelby. Three comics and all of them were
hilarious, no cussin’, well, maybe a little. I know all of us have probably made fun of our pill commercials on tv,
showing they will cure one thing and have dozens of side effects. One Comedian took this to an extreme and
had us all just about rolling out of our seats.
The point I am making: boy did I enjoy taking the bride out and just flat out having a good time. We walked into
the theater, you must have a mask, then to the right is a nice little gathering room and a semi round bar. Kinda
neat and I may have seen two masks.
I think we are about all over this Covid mess. I know it sure has changed the lives of trillions of people, scared
some to death, and so on.
Look what it did to motorcycling! I know several went west last year, and I remember one saying, open
campgrounds and couldn’t use the restrooms? Do Wut? Gotta be kidding me. Well, guess high dollar RV’s OK.
But, who garners the most attention pulling into campgrounds? I had forgotten about this when I had those pull
behind campers, but you can barely get the things set up before you gather at least a small crowd if anybody
is around. Ask any of the camper guys. Why, they’ll walk around a million dollar coach just to catch what in the
world we are doing. You gotta love it though. Like way back when I had a Gold Wing, two Harleys pulled up
beside me in Daytona, one shiny brand new, the other some rat Harley, rattling, smoking, probably getting
ready to leave its mark. You picture that one, then I look at the nice shiny one beside me and guy goes: “For
god’s sake,” he said, “here I have well over two thousand dollars in chrome on this thing and people will crawl
all over me to see his POS rat bike.” (No initials in his remarks) You gotta love that one too.
I remember camping near the lake in Pennsylvania when I had the Kwik Kamp. It did look like a lean too, but
this guy who had obviously been partaking of adult spirits came stumbling over, kinda mumbling and said,
”What is that thing, an outhouse”? Well, I actually thought that was funny as I kind of stepped back, took a look
and yup, it does kind of remind me of old outhouses. So, I told the guy, “Yup it does look like one, but I’m
sleeping in this one!” We both had a good laugh, so I showed it off.
I guess one reason I just love motorcycling is, my goodness, how many good people you meet, and they are
not all on Hondas, if you remember those commercials.
One thing I really want to pick back up on is riding long distance. I remember one of our passed Knobbies
saying he didn’t want to crank the thing up unless he was doing a hundred miles or more. I’m not that wound
up, but I get his meaning.
Maybe this year if this Covid has calmed down, it would be nice to take off to a BMW RA or MOA and just hang
out. I enjoy the bands, the people and so on. Been a long time since a bunch of us took off.
Well, as the Rally Master I’ve given it up this year. It was a good run and I appreciate all the volunteers who
showed up and just made the thing happen. A lot of work was put out by all. Now we’ll keep the coffee pots,
etc., but we have an abundance of shirts. Not sure when, but we need to sell these things and put back some
of the money in our account. Anyone with ideas, please let me know.
I guess I’ve rambled enough, so I want to wish everyone a great Year…and I sure hope it’s a lot better than
last.
Geno

Minutes from our January, 2022 Business Meeting
January 9th, 2022 Knobbies’ Annual Business Meeting
VP, Darrell Faw, called the meeting to order as President, Barry McRary, was out with COVID
Andrew Sams gave the Blessing over breakfast family style.
21 members in attendance
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Sharon gave a brief message on Merri’s condition
Old Business:
Gary Clark – Spoke up that we had Fred Reese had passed away.
Harlin “RED” Murray has fallen and is in the hospital with hip repair.
Gene Smith spoke and has decided not to have a Rally in 2022, but instead have a second
Club campout (aka a Fall Gathering).
Discussion:
Clyde McLaughlin spoke up and concerning the Rally that with all the other Rallies so close around agreed that
we not have Rally.
Discussion about having a second campout or Fall Gathering.
Gary Clark – Iron Horse Camp Ground has made no changes since we were there last and would like for us to
return. Discussion of going back to The Breaks. Having one campout local and another off.
Gary Clark made a motion to have 2 campouts and no Rally. Gene Smith seconded the motion.
All approved.
Gene Smith made a motion for Hal and Bobbi to set up a committee to find a location for campouts.
It was seconded and approved.
Gary Clark spoke about the club rides. Dual Sport, fast riding, slow down and speed.
Some ride too fast and need to slow down so more would ride or divide into two groups, fast and a slow
group.
Burt Brumfield spoke up to have 2 groups, one slow and one fast for Safety reasons.
Others spoke about the club. Hal Smith spoke up to not throw the club to the ditch.
Gary Clark talked about both groups not showing up at the same location for lunch. Seth Purdy also
mentioned limit groups to 12 people.
It was brought up that the Dual Sport group is meeting on Friday to ride dirt.
January picnic was ridden on Saturday, New Years Day due to calling for rain on Sunday and picnic was at Kerr
Scott Dam.
It was decided to have 2nd campout in 2022 with one in June and the other in September. Gary Clark made a
motion for the campout in June be at the Breaks Interstate Park. It was seconded and approved. The date was
decided to be June 3rd thru 5th.
Awards
Long Distance Award to BARRY MCRARY with 23,971 miles
2-up Riders BURT AND TANYA BRUMFIELD 5000 MILES
Bobbie Smith had the KNOBBIEST KNOBBY AWARD TO MARLA MCRARY
50/50 TO PENNY CARSWELL $90 dollars..
Burt Brumfield made motion to close meeting. Seconded and approved.
Meeting closed….
Minutes taken by Sharon Wilson

A Letter From Your Editor
Before anything else, I want to say a heartfelt THANK YOU to the Knobbies for awarding me the Knobbiest
Knobby Award! I am honored and hope I can continue to be of service to the club.
As you’ve probably figured out from our President’s piece above, the 2021 Ride The Blue Ridge Rally was our
last. Everyone I’ve heard from who attended our rallies seems to have truly enjoyed them. We owe a huge
THANK YOU to Gene Smith for being a wonderful rally master for 12 years running!
I also think we should take a moment to offer our appreciation to our members who volunteered all those years
as ride leaders, which, of course, was really the whole point of the rally!
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Then there are the wonderful members who showed up to loan lights and equipment, set up, knock down, clean
up, maintain supplies in the showers, make coffee and all the other details that made our rallies so much fun.

TO ALL OF YOU FROM ALL OF US:

THANK YOU!!

Going forward, we will continue with our Spring Campout and we will be looking into adding a Fall Gathering in
the same vein - possibly in early October – a time for members, spouses and partners get together and enjoy
each other’s company. Since it will be fall, we’re hoping to find a venue where the leaves have started to turn. If
you have a suggestion or know of venue that might suit, please reach out to us at NCKnobbies@gmail.com so
we can check it out. More information will be provided as it becomes available.
As our President mentioned, we are working to get our membership rosters and our e-mail contact list updated.
Due to COVID many of our members have not been out and about as usual, which is completely
understandable. To any member for whom we have an e-mail address and who hasn’t renewed since 2018, a
message was sent out asking them to provide updated information.
We are now maintaining several member rosters: 1 is for active members who renew, 1 is for inactive members
who haven’t renewed in 2 years and, sadly, our last list is for members we become aware of who have passed.
If you know of a Knobby who has passed, please let us know so we can update our records. Part of this is in
hopes of having a remembrance for passed members at one of our Sunday breakfasts near Memorial Day.
Memberships ARE lifetime. However, if a member does not renew for 2 years, they will be moved from the
active to the inactive list and their e-mail address moved off of our mass e-mail list so they will no longer receive
our newsletter or updates on club activities or information we typically share with active members. To be reinstated, we simply ask that a renewal form be completed. There is NO FEE! Renewal forms, as well as NEW
member forms, can always be found at the bottom of the knobbies.org website. Completed forms may be
mailed via USPS to the adress on the bottom of the form or e-mailed to NCKnobbies@gmail.com.
As we move forward into 2022, let’s hope for a short winter, a lovely spring, a temperate summer and LOTS of
great riding! Be well. Be safe.
Marla

Important info!
Mother Nature cannot be denied! And she’s certainly thrown some “interesting” weather our way. To help us
keep you abreast of urgent changes to scheduled Knobbie events (such as Hurricane Florence cancelling our
2018 rally and the ice storm that necessitated the last minute change to our 2019 scheduled business
meeting), we have put into place a “FAST ALERT SYSTEM”. This would ONLY be used in the event of a last
minute change to any scheduled Knobby event that may put our members on the road in potentially
hazardous conditions.
Participation is strictly voluntary.
To participate, please complete the form you will find in this newsletter or on our website
(http://www.knobbies.org/Site/Home_files/Fast%20Alert%20Enrollment%20Form.pdf) and return to Marla at
NCKnobbies@gmail.com or mail to Knobby Fast Alert, 2156 Williams Wood Dr, Morganton, NC 28655.
Please note that the system will utilize TEXT MESSAGING to your cell phone. Please be sure that we have your
correct cell phone number AND YOUR CELL PHONE CARRIER (i.e.: Verizon, AT&T, etc.).

If you have previously provided this info and your number or carrier has changed,
please be sure to submit a new form with your updated information.
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Looking for something to do to get out of the house and RIDE???
This might be a good time to do the Knobby Four Corners Challenge!

Knob Mountain N.C. Motorcycle Chapter

Many of our members are riding to all four corners of North Carolina for fun and adventure.
A detailed manual has been made to show you how to get to each corner, and it is also full of
other great facts and information for each trip.
The tour is designed as an open-ended, photo-verification ride with a completion pin that is both
beautiful and rare. Providing an excuse to ride over some of the most scenic byways in the
Eastern United States, this tour offers levels of challenge and opportunity that can largely be
determined by each participant. However, the one constant factor--total mileage over 1,400-should guarantee that tour finishers will be members of an exclusive club.
For complete information:
http://www.knobbies.org/Site/Four_Corners.html

Upcoming Knobby Events

The Knob Mountain Motorcycle Chapter
Annual Spring Campout
will be held at

June 3 – 5, 2022
For directions to get there:
https://www.breakspark.com/park-information-hours/driving-directions/
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COMING SOON!
Information on a
Knobby Fall Gathering

It sure seems like a long time away but…it’s coming!
The annual Knobby Christmas Party!!

This is also the perfect
time to
RENEW YOUR KNOBBY
MEMBERSHIP!
The form may be found
at
www.knobbies.org
and we will have them on
hand at the party!

Sunday, December 4th, 2022

Our Christmas Party is
also when members can
turn in their mileage for
the year
(solo and 2-up)
and
cast their vote for the
Knobbiest Knobby award!

500 Golf Course Road
Morganton, NC 28655
The cost will be announced in our November newsletter.
You must pre-register to attend.
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The 2023 Knob Mountain Motorcycle Chapter Business Meeting

Sunday, January 8thth, 2023 – 8 AM

1501 Mt. Bethel Road
Morganton, NC 28655
828-433-1767
IMPORTANT:
THIS YEAR ALL BOARD MEMBER POSITIONS ARE UP FOR ELECTION.
PLEASE GIVE THIS SOME THOUGHT.
NOMINATION FORMS WILL BE IN THE NOVEMBER NEWSLETTER.

Items of interest
HERE ARE 10 MOTORCYCLING FACTS YOU (PROBABLY) DIDN’T KNOW…
By Phil West

Wed, 24 Nov 2021

https://www.visordown.com/features/top-10s/here-are-10-motorcycling-facts-you-probably-didn%E2%80%99tknow%E2%80%A6

Motorcycling is full of quirky trivia, like the fact that Barry Sheene was instrumental in the invention of the
back protector in the late 1970s, passing on his ideas to Dainese. Or that the legendary Captain America and
Billy Bike custom Harleys used in Easy Rider started out as ex-police bikes, bought at auction. We all love
some good motorcycle facts.
Those you may have already known – others, less so. Did you know, for example, that famous razor blade
manufacturer Wilkinson Sword attempted to diversify into motorcycles pre-WW1 with the Wilkinson TMC?
Or that TV chat show host and renown petrol-head Jay Leno has the world’s biggest individual collection
of Brough Superiors? Or even that the late Honor Blackman (Pussy Galore from Goldfinger) was a true bike
nut, serving as dispatch rider in WW2 and riding well into her 50s?
Well, here’s 10 more motorcycling trivia gems you (probably) didn’t already know…
BMW’s original K-series was ‘based’ on a Peugeot 104 car engine
In the late 1970s, with its air-cooled boxers aging and outgunned by the new Japanese superbikes and
sales plummeting, BMW Motorrad was desperate for a new, more powerful, multi-cylinder powertrain –
but one that was just as distinctive.
Transverse fours and triples were out, as was a flat ‘boxer’ four, following Honda’s launch of its Gold Wing.
Instead, what young design engineer Josef Fritzenwenger came up with, in 1977, was inspired by a Peugeot
104 car engine. The liquid-cooled, all-alloy four was normally positioned transversely with the block
inclined at 72 degrees.
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Fritzenwenger experimented with inclining it fully flat and mounting it longitudinally with a shaft drive,
something that hadn’t been done in motorcycling before…
The inventor of the scooter hated motorcycles
We all know that scooter-riding ‘Mods’ and bike-riding ‘Rockers’ hated each other in the 1950s and ‘60s
but did you know that antipathy had foundations from the outset?
Italian aeronautical engineer Corradino D’Ascanio had been commissioned by Innocenti at the tail end of
the war to create a new, clean, convenient commuter two-wheeler and, as he famously hated ‘bulky, dirty
motorcycles’ came up with an enclosed, small-wheel ‘scooter’ design. The two fell out when Innocenti
stipulated the use of a tubular steel spine frame as his company specialized in steel tube.
D’Ascanio then went to Piaggio, who had also been experimenting with two-wheelers, with the result
being the first Vespa. Innocenti, meanwhile, soon followed up with the Lambretta.
Triumph can’t make a Triumph car… because of BMW
Reviving motoring brands seems all the rage with Norton and BSA now owned by Indian companies and, in
the car world, Bentley, Mini and more back in the big time, so you might think it natural that, one day,
Britain’s Triumph might start building 21st century TR7s or Stags.
It ain’t gonna happen. Although the original Triumph car company was spun off Triumph motorcycles in
the 1920s, the companies split in 1936 with the Triumph Motor Company eventually being absorbed into
British Leyland in the 1960s then Rover in the 1980s and ‘90s.
The last Triumph badged car was the Acclaim of 1981, essentially a rebadged Honda. BMW bought the
Rover Group in 1994, then broke it up and sold it on in 2000. BMW however retained the rights to many of
its brands, including Mini and Triumph…
The Z1 900 first appeared as a... Honda CB750
It’s well known that Kawasaki was on the verge of launching its own 750cc four-cylinder superbike when
beaten to the punch by Honda’s CB750 in 1968.
It’s also well known that, infuriated, Kawasaki went back to the drawing board determined to beat Honda
and came up with the 900cc, DOHC Z1 of 1972 which not only comprehensively leap-frogged the Honda but
was voted Machine of the Year six years in a row.
Less well known is the fact that, when undergoing extensive road testing in America pre-launch, Kawasaki
realized they needed to disguise its creation to keep it secret. The disguise they chose was that of the
CB750, including Honda tank badges and even replica Honda red livery…
Lawrence of Arabia’s crash led to the invention of the crash helmet
TE Lawrence, better known as ‘Lawrence of Arabia’, was famously not only a true celebrity in the PostWW1 era he was also a committed biker, just as famously owning eight Brough-Superiors, the fastest bike
of the day.
On May 13 1935, however, he crashed in Dorset and, not wearing a helmet as was common in that era,
suffered head injuries that proved fatal.
One of the doctors who attended him, Hugh Cairns, was inspired to begin a long study into the loss of life
of motorcyclists through head injury, research which directly led to the use of crash helmets.
BMW’s roundel logo has ‘nothing’ to do with propellers
We all know BMW’s famous ‘roundel’ blue/white ‘quartered’ logo, right? It’s commonly believed to be an
interpretation of a spinning propeller due to BMW’s origins in aero engine manufacture, right? Wrong.
The BMW logo as we know it today was actually an evolution of the logo of its preceding company, BFW,
but with its red elements swapped for blue as a nod to the flag of Bavaria where BMW was based.
It’s believed the ‘propeller’ myth grew out of a later advertising campaign which superimposed the logo
onto the image of a propeller – but it’s not where the logo came from.
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Yamaha’s RD350LC was conceived, styled and tested… by Brits
The two-stroke, twin cylinder, liquid-cooled RD350LC (and its RD250LC little brother) are surely one of the
most famous Japanese bikes of all. Less well known is the fundamental influence of a group of talented
Brits.
As the LC was not intended for America due to tightening emissions regulations, Yamaha Europe, based in
Amsterdam, was key in its development and was headed at the time by Brit Paul Butler, later Kenny
Roberts GP team manager.
Butler involved Brit stylist Mike Ofield, who was fundamental in its distinctive look, while ex-Norton
Villiers engineer Bob Trigg, who was also instrumental in the Norton Commando, was involved in its
development.
Much of the test riding was done by Yamaha employee and British test rider Dave Bean while the desirable
‘Pro Am’ fairing kits were designed by a further Brit, John Mockett.
Triumph’s ‘T-bird’ was named after… a motel in South Carolina, USA
Triumph motorcycles often have more evocative names than most – Daytona, Bonneville, Speed Triple –
with most suggesting historic racing success or romanticized connotations. But arguably the most
mystical of them all is anything but.
The Thunderbird 650 of the 1950s was Triumph’s biggest bike so far, a huge success in the US, was the
machine used by Marlon Brando in the iconic ‘The Wild One’ and directly led to the later Bonneville.
Its name, however, was chosen when Triumph chief Edward Turner was driving back from the Daytona,
Florida races and happened to pass the Thunderbird Inn motel in Florence, South Carolina. It’s still there to
this day…
Mixed imperial/metric tyre dimensions are largely the Americans fault
Ever wondered why motorcycle tyre sizes bizarrely combine metric (mm) widths and profiles and imperial
(inch) diameters, for example 120/70 x 17? I blame the Americans. Imperial had long been the standard for
tyre dimensions until, in the 1970s and ‘80s, European-developed radial tyres started using metric
measurements.
By then the fundamental diameter measure was not only the convention but was cemented into the
legislature of the world’s biggest tyre market, the US. Switching the width/profile measure to metric,
however, was less contentious and quickly became the norm.
Incidentally, in the late 1970s and ‘80s, European car manufacturers did attempt to establish a new metric
diameter convention, the Austin Metro being among them, although this ultimately failed…
Harley tried to trademark the sound of its engine… and failed
But did you know the American firm actually tried to trademark its sound? Well, way back in February
1994 it attempted exactly that. It filed a sound trademark application attempting to ‘own’ the distinctive,
single crank V-twin sound.
Inevitably, rivals protested, claiming that their single crank V-twins would inevitably sound similar and
eventually Harley’s efforts were dropped – a full six years later…

TOP OF THE FLOPS | 10 MOTORCYCLES THAT JUST DIDN'T POP
By Phil West
Sun, 30 Jan 2022
https://www.visordown.com/features/top-10s/top-flops-10-motorcycles-just-didnt-pop
Clever, innovative... unpopular. Motorcycling his rife with success stories but some
motorcycles - no matter how good they are - just never caught on...
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With the arrival of BMW’s R 18 cruiser equipped with its biggest ever air-cooled boxer,
it’s natural to be reminded of the German marque’s previous, disastrous attempt at a
cruiser, the 1997 R1200C.
That motorcycle in turn got us thinking of other infamous motorcycle ‘flops’, most
memorably machines like the 1993 Yamaha GTS1000, the radical, hub-centre-steered sportstourer that was supposedly the future of motorcycling yet actually proved a sales
disaster… so much so that it was quietly withdrawn soon after.
But, of course, it wasn’t the only one. The manufacturers might not like us reminding
them but recent history is littered with ‘great white motorcycling hopes’, that pioneered
new styles or technologies (or both) yet which actually turned out to be unmitigated
motorcycling disasters.
They weren’t all rubbish. In fact many were simply overpriced or ‘bikes before their
time’ so making them truly collectable today. Nor are we thinking about ultra ‘niche’
machines that were never going to be mass-market success stories such as Aprilia’s Moto
6.5 or Bimota’s Mantra.
But, without in any way casting aspersions on the new R 18, we thought it worthwhile
reminding ourselves of them. So here, in chronological order, are our Top 10 Motorcycling
Flops since the GTS1000, along with the hope that it doesn’t become 11 any time soon!
Yamaha GTS 1000
1993 - Yamaha GTS 1000
Seeing as we thought first of the GTS, we’re starting with it here. Yamaha’s hugely
ambitious, pioneering sport-tourer arrived in 1993 with massive expectations following a
vast amount of expense and R&D. The headline hub-centre front end was designed in
collaboration with California James Parker of RADD but the GTS also featured pioneering
fuel-injection, ABS, a catalytic converter, six-piston front brake and more.
It worked well, too, delivering impressive stability and braking, smooth performance and
luxurious comfort. Trouble was it was easy to criticize: although the engine was
developed from that of the 140bhp FZR1000 it was retuned to just 100bhp; the ‘Omega
Chassis Concept’ albeit clever, was heavy and unwieldy especially at low speed; fuel
consumption was poor and tank range small and, worst of all, it was both expensive to
make and buy.
As a result, potential buyers simply weren’t prepared to pay over the odds for radical
tech when they could have the proven, shaft drive Honda ST1100 Pan European for less.
Today, however, a GTS can be snapped up for under £5K and is considered something of a
classic…
BMW R 1200 C
1997-2004 - BMW R1200C
We mentioned the R 18 so we had to include the R1200C and its spin-offs, too. Originally
launched in 1997, the C was BMW’s attempt to tap into the vast, Harley-dominated, US
cruiser market.
Unfortunately it chose to do it with only a mild variation of its then R1150 boxer and
gave it half-baked styling only its mother could love – both of which go to explain the
huge technological and styling efforts which have gone into the new R 18.
Although enlarged to 1170cc and re-tuned for torque, the resulting lump produced just
61bhp. On top of that there was BMW’s then trademark Telelever front end and lots of
other clever German tech including a catalytic converter and ABS brakes.
Unfortunately, none of that really washed with the Harley brigade and, besides, although
riding reasonably, it looked hideous. Even James Bond failed to make it look cool in
1997’s ‘Tomorrow Never Dies’ and, despite numerous spin off models including the
Independent (brown), Avant-garde (retro), Montauk (fat-tyred) and CL (an even more
hideous full-dresser), it never caught on, being dropped from BMW’s range in 2004.
It’s no wonder it took the German marque 15 years to attempt a cruiser again…
Suzuki TL1000R
1997-2002 - Suzuki TL1000S/R
Maybe it’s a little harsh to call Suzuki’s TL a ‘flop’. After all, initially, this
‘Japanese Ducati’ outsold the 916, its punchy engine was always considered one of the
very best V-twins outliving the TL to form the basis of bikes up to today’s VStrom 1050,
and both S and R models are, today, considered affordable classics.
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But all that ignores the fact that, at launch, the initial S was so blighted by its
‘revolutionary’ rotary damper rear suspension combined with ultra-sharp geometry that it
became considered a ‘widow-maker’, forcing Suzuki to retrofit a steering damper.
On top of that, the later, Suzuki TL1000R, beam-framed sport bike brother, although
originally intended as a WorldSBK contender, proved so overweight, unwieldy and
unreliable, it was quickly abandoned. Both TLs may be though of as classics today but at
the time they were a corporate embarrassment so big both were killed off by 2002.
Aprilia RST 1000 Futura
2001-2003 - Aprilia Futura RST1000
Another short-lived V-twin. Italian ‘tiddler’ manufacturer Aprilia’s growth through the
late 1980s and ‘90s proved so rapid it was perhaps inevitable it’d ultimately take on
Ducati with a big V-twin of its own.
Although its punchy, 60-degree motor was actually built by Rotax, the first, the RSV1000
Mille in 1998, proved good enough to suggest Aprilia were set to take on, not just
Ducati, but perhaps even Honda. However, it didn’t quite work out that way.
The RSV, though good, never got the WorldSBK success Aprilia craved, especially after
Honda introduced its own ‘Ducati-alike’ SP-1 in 2000. Worse, ambitious Aprilia followed
up the RSV with a whole family of V-twins that were both pricey, overly-ambitious and
flawed. The most infamous of these was the RST Futura in 2001.
Conceived to rival Honda’s then peerless VFR800 V4 sports-tourer, the Futura used a
detuned, 100bhp version of the Rotax V-twin to supposedly match the VFR’s performance,
had a similar single-sided swing arm and underseat exhaust, an equally lavish dash, comfy
ergonomics and fancy, angular bodywork. On paper, it was on par.
Unfortunately, those looks were divisive, some thought it too bulky, the lumpy V-twin
delivery clashed with its high tech looks, production problems delayed deliveries and it
was expensive. Besides, most potential buyers were far more likely to visit a Honda
dealer than try to find an Aprilia one.
The result? A sales disaster leading to a cruel end to production after just two years.
Today, though, guess what? The Futura’s an affordable classic!
Ducati Sport Classic
2005-2010 - Ducati SportClassic
Speaking of ‘Classics’ – we couldn’t attempt any run-down of motorcycling flops without
the inclusion of one of the most notorious of all, however revered the bikes concerned
are today. We’re talking, of course, about Ducati’s infamous ‘retros-before-their-time’,
SportClassic family.
Launched as a duo, the Sport 1000 and Paul Smart LE (limited edition), in 2005 before
being joined by the GT1000 in 2007, all were beautifully-styled, retro-inspired (by the
1970s Sport 750, Imola-winning 750 SuperSport and GT750 respectively), powered by the
1000DS 90bhp air-cooled V-twin and festooned with quality details and cycle parts
(especially the LE which had Ohlins suspension and more).
Today, we’d lap them up – in fact, we do: good, used examples now regularly fetch well
into five figures. At the time, however, the first two were mere single-seaters, the
Sport was cramped, the LE expensive and the twin-seater GT drab.
Besides, retros, back then, hadn’t really taken off. Ducati tried to fix things with new
bars, ‘Biposto’ and cheaper versions and more but it was too late and the range was
killed off in 2010.
All of which, considering today’s Scrambler offerings, is a huge shame and explains why
good used examples now fetch such big money…
Suzuki B-King
2007-2012 - Suzuki B-King
Proof, if ever any was needed, that manufacturers shouldn’t get too swept up in show
excitement about concept bikes.
The original B-King was an insanely wild concept bike unveiled at the Tokyo Show in 2001.
Basically a stripped-down, roadster version of the Hayabusa hyper bike, it grabbed
attention by also having a supercharger, a massive back tyre and styling straight out of
Judge Dredd.
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“Build it,” everyone said. “We’ll buy it,” they promised. So Suzuki did. Unfortunately,
however, by the time it was ready, practical concerns meant there was no supercharger,
the styling had been toned down and, yet, it still cost almost twice as much as a
conventional super naked.
In its defence, the B-King was still a wild ride, was an early-adopter of riding modes
and well built and equipped but it was also garish, ungainly, expensive and, crucially,
without the main selling point – the supercharger – that had originally been promised.
Harley-Davidson XR1200
2008-2012 - Harley-Davidson XR1200
Another bold concept that made it into production but which, with hindsight, probably
shouldn’t have. The XR1200 was a bold, Harley Europe-driven concept aiming to boost H-D
sales on this side of the pond by essentially being a Ducati Monster style performance
naked but with styling inspired by Harley’s heritage in US flat-tracking – specifically
that of its hugely successful XR750 racer (hence the name).
To be fair, it was a decent attempt. The reworked, Sportster V-twin produced an adequate
90bhp, the chassis was impressively nimble (for a Harley anyway) and it looked good, too.
Trouble was it was also quite heavy and had no performance advantage over the completion
either.
The net result made the XR both a Harley that traditional Harley buyers didn’t want and a
performance roadster that wasn’t as good as its rivals, all of which added up to Very Few
Sales Indeed.
Shame really. Harley did try, by launching a one-make race series then adding the XR1200X
in 2011 with improved suspension but it wasn’t enough and the XR was killed off in 2012.
Harley haven’t attempted a Euro-targeted bike since, so it’ll be interesting to see how
the upcoming Pan America adventure bike fares…
Honda DN-01
2008-2010 - Honda DN-01
You’ve gotta love Honda. While ‘big red’ may have a reputation for being overlyconservative and uncool, it’s also undeniable that, from time to time, it also pushes the
boat out with both technology and styling as if to prove to the world that ‘no-one quite
does things like Honda’ – how else do you explain bikes as madcap as CBX1000, CX500Turbo
and NR750?
One of the most recent – and bonkers – has to be the DN-01 of 2008. A sort of hi-tech
custom cruiser, the DN-01 had a bit of everything… and combined it into a real dog’s
dinner.
The 680cc V-twin engine is from the uninspiring Deauville tourer and was blended with an
early form of Honda’s semi-automatic gearbox – so it’s bland and characterless straight
away.
The feet-forward riding position and kicked out forks are cruiser so, though comfy,
ground clearance is an issue. Its styling is so sharp its screen is useless for commuting
and its lavish tech and dash made it expensive as well.
So… it’s slow, unconventional, not sporty, no tourer and not even cheap. “I’ll have
three,” said no-one. Ever.
Triumph Trophy 1200
2013-2018 - Triumph Trophy 1200
OK, we admit, this one might sound a little harsh and, to be fair, Triumph don’t get much
wrong, but its Trophy 1200 (perhaps along with the Thunderbird 1600/1700 cruiser) hasn’t
been the British firm’s finest hour.
Again, like many of the machines featured here, the Trophy wasn’t a bad bike – far from
it. It was launched in 2013, just after the 1200 Tiger Explorer, shared the same all-new
1215cc shaft-drive triple and was similarly explicitly targeted at a BMW rival.
But where GS-rivalling Tiger has survived and evolved in the big-selling adventure bike
category, the RT-rivalling Trophy has fallen by the wayside.
That’s partly due to the Trophy never quite being as good as the RT (especially after BMW
introduced its own, all-new, lighter version that same year) and partly due to the tourer
class today being much smaller. On its own merits the 135bhp Trophy was fast, wellequipped, comfortable, a good handler and more.
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Its only failing was in not matching the standout bike in the category when it had
promised, so loudly, that it would.
2014 - Honda CTX1300
And finally (for now) we couldn’t resist including another weird and wonderful Honda. The
CTX1300 deserves to be in top spot here, not just for being the most recent flop, but for
also being the shortest-lived of all – just one year.
Whatever way you look at the CTX it makes little sense. Basically, it’s a cruiser/bagger
based on the old STX1300 tourer so, straight off, it’s hard to see Americans going for it
(they didn’t).
Second, instead of a straight replacement/update for the practical Pan European Honda
gave us this low-screened, feet forward version, which isn’t, so that’s not going to get
Continental types queuing around the block for it either (we didn’t).
Third, it’s supposedly got style but is actually very bland and, fourth, it’s even oddly
equipped (there are speakers but no stereo, for example) so is not even cheap, either.
It’ll be no surprise at all, then, to hear that it bombed – which it did – but it might
surprise that, actually, I quite like it. And I can’t even remotely explain why…

Reminder
The Knobbies have long supported the South Mountain Children and Family Services. You
can support them through Amazon Smile. Your regular Amazon log in and account
information is exactly the same. But for every eligible purchase made through
smile.Amazon.com, Amazon will make a contribution to the charity of your choice.
We hope you’ll choose to support
South Mountain Children and Family Services!
To learn more about the great work being done at

https://www.southmountain.org/

Remember, only purchases at smile.amazon.com support charity
(not www.amazon.com or the mobile app).
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Knobbies on Facebook
There is a group page on Facebook where Knobbies can post messages and ride reports,
share articles and photos.
To access it, create a Facebook account, log in and search for “NC Knobbies”.
All content on the group page is public and open for all members.

Please keep in mind that joining us on our Facebook page
does not constitute membership.
To become a Knobby, you must JOIN the club ($10 for a LIFETIME membership).
To remain a Knobby, all that is required is the submission of an annual renewal form,
simply so we have your most recent information (especially e-mail!).
Renewals are typically done at our Annual Knobby Christmas Party.
Renewal forms will be available there and at our Annual Business Meeting each January.
Please note that having e-mail addresses for as many members as possible cuts down on
printing and mailing costs for your club!!
If you’d like to invite someone to join the Knobbies, the New Member and Member Renewal
forms can be found at our website:
www.knobbies.org
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